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ABSTRACT
Performing the image compression over the resource constrained hardware is quite a challenging task. Although, there has been various approaches being carried out towards image compression considering the hardware aspect of it, but still there are problems associated with the memory acceleration associated with the entire operation that downgrade the performance of the hardware device. Therefore, the proposed approach presents a cost effective image compression mechanism which offers lossless compression using a unique combination of the non-linear filtering, segmentation, contour detection, followed by the optimization. The compression mechanism adapts analytical approach for significant image compression. The execution of the compression mechanism yields faster response time, reduced mean square error, improved signal quality and significant compression ratio performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Performing different forms of processing over a complex form of an image is a challenging task when it comes to hardware-based implementation. In this aspect, image compression is one such process that significantly offers overhead in the hardware realization. All the problems start with the memory system of the hardware component while processing large number of image pixels. It is believed that the performance of the memory management solely depends upon the pattern of its accessing mechanism. It is essential that analysis of the traces of the memory is required to be investigated in order to improve the memory management of the hardware. The image compression mechanism aims to optimize the size of image for smooth transmission and storage [1]. The presence of artifacts in the images can also remove through image compression [2]. But, there is challenging situation in achieving significant image compression for the area and energy constrained devices [3].

In order to perform an efficient image compression, there are various conditions that are required to be catered up. The primary conditions to be satisfied are that the usage of lossless compression is important for resisting loss of traced data in memory system. The secondary condition to be satisfied is that there should be higher degree of throughput and increased speed for higher bandwidth suportability. With the increasing frequency of operation and the higher data bandwidth, there is a need of higher rate of throughput too. The main reason behind this is that in order to offer better analysis of memory traces there is a need of developing acceleration system of the compression with respect to hardware modeling and not the software-based symptomatic approach. Another important finding is that software-based compression approach is
always slower in comparison to the hardware-based compression approach that downgrades the compression performance. Therefore, there is a significant tradeoff between hardware-based approach and software-based approach in order to achieve the target of compression efficiency. The increased use of Internet-of-Things (IoT) can lead to more usage of resource constraint devices connected each other through different networks [4]. The image compression can be achieved through software/hardware based approaches [5-7].

Most of the software approaches are depended on vector multiplication and other matrix operations [8]. But, these operations are not feasible for the resource constrained devices due to increased computational complexity. The existing mechanisms are not much efficient to handle these problems and offer better support to provide hardware efficient solution for compression techniques [9, 10]. Hence, this paper offers a cost effective solution providing balance between signal quality and compression through hybrid compression technique in wireless sensor network (WSN). The section 2 of the paper explains the existing research analysis and problem description in section 3. The proposed technique along with the algorithm implementation is elaborated in section 5. The results discussion with comparative analysis is highlighted in section 6 and conclusion in section 7.

The study of various existing compression techniques for digital image is discussed in this section. In Cabronero et al. [11], a Hybrid compression approach is adapted for transformation-operation is carried out over colored mosaic image. A subjective optimization process with supervised learning algorithms is introduced in Amirjanov and Dimiller [12] over medical image. In Wang et al. [13], a line-buffer scheme is introduced for compression over the processing circuits. A work of Chen et al. [14] provided a color filter array along with an improved Golomb-Rice code to achieve significant on-chip compression. A hardware acceleration approach for integrated circuits compression is introduced in Halawani et al. [15]. Choi et al. [16] have considered hardware throughput approach for on-chip compression. A compression scheme for image sensors is presented in Kaur et al. [17] by using interpolation operation over the on-chip hardware design. In Onishi et al. [18], a multimedia encoder approach is introduced over single-chip design and achieved scalable compression process. The implementation of transform-based compression scheme for compression is described in Zhu et al. [19] by using block coding.

A VLSI architecture with tree-based approach for towards image encoder based compression is given in Hsieh et al. [20]. An energy efficient implementation of VLSI architecture for image compression is introduced in Chen et al. [21] considering ultra-high definition frame. Gradient-based approach towards improving compression performance is seen in the work of Kim et al. [22]. Lucas et al. [23] have used predictive-based scheme for the purpose of performing lossless compression scheme. The work carried out by the Yin et al. [24] have used an integral histogram based approach to accelerate the mechanism of the feature extraction process for controlling better computational operation over the memory access in hardware. Parikh et al. [25] have used latest encoders for performing maximized compression performance for the complex form of an image. The study has used the partitioning process for better memory management during compression over parallel architecture. Adoption of color filter array was also proven to be better solution for performing compression especially in the case of application that demands live compression operation to be taking place. Work in this direction has been carried out by Chen et al. [26] where Golomb Rice is considered for implementation for enhancing the compression efficiency. The problems associated with color compression is carried out by Peter et al. [27] where the authors have used diffusion-based approach along with inpainting phenomenon for offering superior quality of reconstructed image.

Zhang et al. [28] where a definitive transformation scheme has been presented. This approach has been presented for the upgrading the existing JPEG compression performance. Therefore, there are various approaches towards image compression where hardware approach has been considered. Study focusing over the energy efficiency as well as constraint area of the circuit design connecting with the concept of image compression has been discussed by Zeinolabedin et al. [29]. Kim et al. [30] has used encoding-based approach for carrying the compression operation where the preliminary encoding computes the bitstream length while the secondary encoder is responsible for generation of streams of the data packets over VLSI architecture. Study considering the VLSI architecture towards the compression approach has been carried out by the next section outlines the research issues.

The overview of existing studies suggests that the compression schemes are failed to adopt the VLSI implementation effectively. Some of the research issues are:
- Lack of hardware efficient schemes to minimize computational complexity
- Least consideration of filtering process in low-quality image compression
- Complete selection of signal processing is not considered in previous works
- Insignificant selection of compression features to yield cost effectiveness solution

The study develops the computational model to address the above stated research problems. The flow of the proposed compression approach is illustrated in Figure 1. The proposed system adapts analytical
approach where input image is processed for cost effective image compression. The significant aspect of this solution is that it follows hybrid compression technique of lossless and lossy compression over selected image sector and compression over regions of the image respectively.

The proposed system makes use of the simplified modeling that initiates by performing filtering operation. This operation assists in eliminating possibility of any further artifacts that could be possibly present during the transmission process of the image in the wireless communication medium. The filtered image is subjected to next process where uniquely not the complete image is subjected to the compression. The complete image is hypothetically classified into two parts where one sector of the image is considered to be critically important whereas other part of the image is not that important. From application as well as communication viewpoint, it is essential that important sector the image is subjected for lossless compression scheme while the not so important part of an image is subjected to the lossy compression scheme. The proposed scheme uses contours detections and optimization process. Another essential part of the implementation of the proposed system is its segmentation process and the contour detection process. This process contributes towards the extraction of the features that is used for minimizing the dimensions of an image. This characteristics of the contours are further optimized where concatenation operation is carried out over the extracted red green and blue components of an image which maintains similar dimensions of an image but with more effective information of the contours. The finally obtained optimized contours are subjected for the wavelet compression this renders the process of compression acceleration swifter over the hardware. The next section discussion of the all the essential process blocks shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. System architecture](image)

### 2. DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF IMPLEMENTATION

Design plays a significant role in developing architecture. It should be noted that an effective design for VLSI architecture demands a suitable computational model that performs management and structurization of all the processes in efficient manner. This section briefs strategies followed in image compression where it maintains reconstructed image quality and computational complexity. The quality image is considered to transmit in the primary assumption and it is characterized with artifacts. The elimination of the artefacts are considered secondary assumption by upgrading new compression process. The lossless compression is aimed in tertiary assumption over specific region of image.

#### 2.1. Strategy for Implementation

The proposed system planned stragically to provide the cost effective image compression and obtain the quality image after decompression. To achive this, some part of the image are considered to select the sector of the image for compression. The strategy also offers better approach for hardware viewpoint, where the memory allocations over the hardware image compression is considered that can reduce the complexity. The algorithm able to provide the compressed image with following steps:

**Algorithm of sector-selective compression approach**

**Input:** Input Image (I)  
**Output:** Compressed image (φ)

**Start**

Step-1: initialize → I  
Step-2: K→ f₁(I)  
Step-3: I₁→ f₂(I₁)  
Step-4: R→ f₃(I₁)  
Step-5: R→ concatenate (r; g; b;)

---
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Step-6: C→concatenate (r g b)
Step-7: C→concatenate (R G B)
Step-8: φ→f₁(Cp)
End

The algorithm is expressed as below:

a. Input image processing: The matrix (I) is generated after processing image for digitization (Step-1) by converting RGB to greyscale image (image processing stages are illustrated in Figure 2).

b. Filtering process: This process is applied to eliminates the noise in the image before subjecting to compression. A function \( f_1(x) \) is introduced to perform non-linear filtering that also improves the image processing stage (Step-2) (Non linear filtering stages are given in Figure 3).

c. Sector-selective compression: This kind of compression is achieved through specific sector of image (I) and is need to go lossless compression while sector subjected to lossy compression. This combination of compression technique helps to extract the significances of both techniques which eliminates the issues of the compression process. The manual section of the sector is critical concern and it can be eliminated by formulating the function \( f_2(x) \) that does the automated sector selection (Step-3). The algorithm applies involuntary thresholding on image (I) and then converts it into binary form. The process results an image (I₄) after multiplication of threshold image (The process of this process is illustrated in Figure 4).

d. Segmentation-operation: To the selected image sectors (I₄), the segmentation process is applied (Step-4) where explicit function \( f_3(x) \) is used for multi-scale segmentation operation. The function "\( f_3(x) \)" uses fuzzy c- clustering for binarized image “I”. Later, summation of all the pixel labels is performed. Finally, the segmented image parts are combined through multiplication and it will helps to generate the segmented image (BW) (The segmentation process is represented in Figure 5).
e. Contour detection: During this stage, a matrix is formed to retain the corner metric obtained for the input image and is considered for feature extraction (Step-5). An index is constructed after finding the positive corner sets. Further, the inputs and outputs are matched to form the red (r1), green (g1), and blue (b1) components. The “r1” components are initiated with 255 and other components like “g1” and “b1” are initialized with 0. Further, these components are concatenated to get the actual corner points “R”. During each stage maximum regions of the image are identified to detect the peaks of the corners. Further, the input and outputs are matched by which the new components of the “r”, “g” and “b” components are concatenated to get the suppressed corner (Cr) points (Step-6). The contour detection algorithm is also used to multiply the grayscale image with the contour index so that the contours of complete image can be generated (Stages of this implementation is given in Figure 6).

f. Optimized contours detection: The performance of the contour detection is optimized in this part of the implementation. During this, the prior information of contour matrix will be accessed and then an S-shaped curve function is producing the individual matrix. The values between probability limit is collected for the concatenation of final contours leading to optimized contour points (Cp) (Step-7). The final process of compression is to apply wavelets where function f4(x) is considered over the image with contour points (Cp). The operation helps to generate the final form of compressed image ϕ (Step-8) and this process is shown in Figure 7.

3. RESULT ANALYSIS

The core idea of the outcome analysis is to ensure that proposed computational model should offer streamlined facilitation for the hardware realization of the image compression. A part of the image is considered for the lossless compression over different forms of images. The visual results of the filtered image (after applying non-linear filter), sector image, multi-scale segmented image, contour detection and optimized counter is given in Figure 8. The analysis of the system is performed for both selective regions and for complete image by considering Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Compression Ratio (as represented in Figures 9-11 respectively.)
Figure 8. Visual outcomes of sample image, (a) original image, (b) filtered image, (c) selected sector, (d) segmented image, (e) contour points, (f) fuzzy corner points, (g) optimized compression, (h) wavelet compression.
The analysis of above factors indicates that the PSNR performance of system is improved in SR than FI. The signal quality of the system also improved at reduced dimension. The algorithm takes about 0.9877 secs to respond to the execution which is considered as instantaneous to offer cost effective solution for the compression operations.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a discussion of the computational model for facilitating hardware acceleration while performing image compression. The significant contribution of this paper is to bridge the trade-off between the hardware-based and software-based compression acceleration process with respect to the VLSI architecture. The contributions of the proposed system towards the image compression are as follows: i) the proposed system is cost effective as it doesn’t use complete resource for compression as only the selective sector is subjected for the lossless compression, ii) the proposed system is also cost effective as the compression is carried out over the lightweight contour feature that not only offers storage optimization but also retains better signal quality, and iii) the implementation of the proposed system doesn’t include maximum dependencies of resource to carry out the task.
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